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ABSTRACT Scholars studying science policy have long wondered how the progress of science is affected by scientists' motives, and by the incentives and constraints that scientific institutions create. This paper aims to answer two objections to the soundness and applicability of the 'economics of science' that arise from such issues. I argue that the progress of science can occur even if scientists exhibit a wide range of motives; but that the pace of scientific progress will depend, in part, on the incentives and constraints provided by scientific institutions. I also discuss the implications of path dependence for the epistemological status of science.
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Introduction

Scientists often write as if their efforts were unaffected by incentives and constraints: pure research serving the progress of science. Sociologists of science recognize the importance of incentives and constraints, but often write as if their importance compromises the possibility of the progressiveness of science. Both positions undermine efforts to design innovative scientific institutions. For the scientists, innovations are irrelevant because the incentives and constraints provided by institutions do not affect the science done. For sociologists of science, innovations are unanchored because, by rejecting the possibility of scientific progress, they allow themselves no metric for judging what innovations to advocate.

Here, I argue both that incentives and constraints matter in understanding the behavior of scientists, and that science can be progressive. Further, I argue that such a position provides a coherent context for innovation in the design of scientific institutions. The goal of the paper is methodological and programmatic: to answer a couple of objections to the applicability of economics to science.

The first objection takes the form of a dilemma. On the one hand, if scientists are motivated by curiosity then progress is possible, but economics is not applicable. On the other hand, if they are motivated by fame and fortune, then economics
is relevant, but science is not progressive. To steal my own punch line, I will argue that under either sort of motivation, progress is possible and economics is applicable.

The second objection that I will answer is that if science is subject to the economic process of path dependence, then the epistemological status of science is diminished.

Values in Economics and Science

Scientists are sometimes insulted at the suggestion that incentives matter in explaining their behavior. Although Adam Smith is best known as an advocate of the self-interest motive in explaining human behavior, even he thought scientists were different:

Mathematicians ... who may have the most perfect assurance, both of the truth and of the importance of their discoveries, are frequently very indifferent about the reception which they may meet with from the public. ... The great work of Sir Isaac Newton, his *Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy*, I have been told, was for several years neglected by the public. The tranquility of that great man, it is probable, never suffered, upon that account, the interruption of a single quarter of an hour.²

The evidence we now have that Smith's example of Newton is ill-chosen,³ does not prove that scientists are never motivated by playful curiosity, or a desire to find important truth. Indeed, even for the case of Newton, the motives that moved him to achieve his greatest work may have changed by the time he carried on his priority disputes with Leibniz.⁴

Many later scholars have followed Smith in emphasizing the non-pecuniary elements in scientists' motivation.⁵ Levy explicitly, and many other economists implicitly, have argued (or assumed) that scientists value fame and fortune.⁶ Such a position acknowledges that both non-pecuniary and pecuniary motivations are important. Although some scientists⁷ acknowledge the non-pecuniary motive of fame, most would prefer Smith's emphasis on the non-pecuniary motive of curiosity.

Distinguished evolutionary biologist George Gaylord Simpson was perhaps blunter in a letter than he would have been in a more public utterance: 'The highest possible scientific motive is simple curiosity and from there they run on down to ones as sordid as you like'.⁸ Of the many motives that have been suggested for the pursuit of science by scientists, some have been viewed as admirable (such as the desire to advance knowledge or to make the world a better place); others as neutral (such as playful curiosity); and some as blameworthy (such as the desire for fame and fortune). To help clarify the situation, let us consider a simplified situation where we group the 'good motives' under the heading 'curiosity model' and the 'bad motives' under the heading 'fortune model'. The basic utility maximization models for each case would be:

- **Curiosity Model:**

  \[ U = f \text{(contribution to advance)} \]

  subject to: \( \text{contribution to advance} = g \text{(money)} \)
Fortune Model:

\[ U = j \text{ (money)} \]
\[ \text{subject to: } \text{money} = k \text{ (contribution to advance)} \]

where \( f, g, j \) and \( k \) represent generalized (but positive) functional relationships.

Both models could result in scientists making contributions to knowledge. Behavior could be identical in both models, since in the 'curiosity' model scientists would value their contributions to the advance in science, and in the 'fortune' model the constraint, combined with their desire for money, could induce them to act as if they valued their contributions to the advance of science.

Intermediate cases between the two extreme models are more likely to accurately reflect reality—most scientists probably value both money and their contribution to science. Moreover, the weight that they place on each probably differs for different scientists, and even differs for the same scientist at different times.

If some scientists in fact value contributions to science, then society's costs of maintaining the constraint would be reduced if the 'curious' scientists are promoted to the role of gatekeepers. Unfortunately, in such situations, all scientists will benefit from claiming to be pursuing curiosity rather than fortune. In that case, incentive structures might be constructed that would induce scientists to honestly self-select themselves into either the curious or the fortune seeking groups. An extreme example of such an incentive structure was suggested by Nobel-prize-winning economist Friedrich von Hayek who suggested that

... there is a strong case for institutions which fulfill the functions that the monasteries fulfilled in the past, where those who cared enough could, at the price of renouncing many of the comforts and pleasures of life, earn the opportunity of devoting all the formative period of their development to the pursuit of knowledge.\(^9\)

In a less extreme fashion, perhaps the poverty of the graduate student period functions as a partial method of self-selection.

Sometimes these issues have been discussed in terms of the principal/agent problem. This problem, which has been widely discussed in the fields of labor economics and industrial organization, recognizes that the person paying for an activity (the principal) may have different goals than the person performing the activity (the agent). From the point of view of the principal, the problem is to devise institutions that provide incentives that induce the agent to act as if her goals were the same as the principal's.

In our case, the principal is the public, and the agents are the scientists.\(^10\) Assuming that the public values scientific advance, then there is no principal/agent problem under the curiosity model. If the fortune model is correct then there is a principal/agent problem and the public must invest resources to assure that the constraint, \( \text{money} - k \) (contribution to advance), remains in effect.

As Hull,\(^11\) and perhaps Kitcher, suggest, scientific institutions may function so that knowledge is produced, even if the scientists are seeking fame and fortune. Although not all institutions may have a beneficial invisible hand effect, a variety of them may. So we may see scientific advance under institutions as different as the great patron model of early seventeenth century Italy;\(^12\) the research institute model of Althoff in nineteenth century Germany;\(^13\) the financially independent
gentleman scientist model of nineteenth century English geology, the competing university model of the twentieth century United States, and maybe even the Stalinist research institute/prison model. How important, then, is the issue of whether scientists value ‘discovery’ or ‘fame and fortune’? This issue is very hard to settle and so it is fortunate that the outcome of the issue may matter less than many think. In particular, does the motivation of scientists matter for the progress of science? And secondarily, does the motivation matter for the applicability of economics to understanding the behavior of scientists?

On the first question, under appropriate institutions it may not matter whether the scientist is pursuing knowledge or fame and fortune, because, ceteris paribus, scientists with more time and money will be better able to produce knowledge.

On the second question, even if all scientists were seeking knowledge rather than fortune, the economics of science would still be an important discipline, because constraints would still matter. For instance, life-cycle information constraints might lead scientists to differ on when to accept a new theory even if they all were motivated by curiosity. And perhaps most obviously, decisions would still have to be made on how to allocate scarce scientific resources. Which of the noble, curious astronomers should get access to the scarce Hubble telescope, and which of the noble, curious physicists should get access to the scarce particle accelerator? And at another level, how much training of how many astronomers and physicists should be funded? And how many Hubbles and accelerators should be built and maintained? And at yet another level, maybe economics even has something to say about who should make these decisions: the scientists themselves, industry, the government, or private donors?

Constraints in Economics and Science

I turn now to a second objection to the applicability of economics to science. The concern is whether the plausible, and frequently observed, economic process known as path dependence is consistent with a belief in scientific progress.

Stated aphoristically, ‘path dependence’ implies that history matters. This would seem obvious to most, but economists are used to emphasizing stable equilibrium as a ubiquitous feature of society. In a situation of stable equilibrium, understanding past deviations from equilibrium is not important for understanding the current and future state, since deviations will still result in a return to the same stable equilibrium. An extreme version of path dependence that has received considerable attention is called ‘chaos theory’.

Even so, path dependence is an exciting idea that helps us explain some interesting puzzles. Most dramatically, Paul David has used it to explain why the less-efficient QWERTY typewriter keyboard has remained dominant over the demonstrably more efficient keyboard developed by Dvorak.

If, like many nonequilibrium situations in economics, scientific results exhibit path dependence, then those results will be different depending on which of many possible paths actually occurs. In what sense, then, can scientific knowledge be considered to have progressed?

As a preliminary to answering this question, I suggest that it may be fruitful to consider how the economist analyzes a key concept: input trade-offs in production. In an example sure to provoke animal rights groups, Deirdra McCloskey has shown how an economist would analyze the alternative ways to skin a cat.
illustration reproduced below (Figure 1), she emphasizes that you can use capital or labor intensive methods.

As in McCloskey’s cat example, the most common analysis of production in economics focuses on labor and capital as the two main inputs. This analysis can also be directly applied to the case of production of scientific knowledge, as illustrated in the graph in Figure 2 below.
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Isoquants display the technically efficient means of producing. Technical efficiency requires that the combination of inputs used to produce a given quantity of output is such that the quantity of one input cannot be reduced, holding the other inputs constant, without reducing the quantity of output.

**Figure 1.** McCloskey graph on technologies for cat skinning (reproduced with permission).
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**Figure 2.** Different combinations of labor and capital can advance science.
You can advance science either by moving the isocost line out (increase spending), or by moving the output isoquants in (increase the efficiency of scientific institutions).

Jim Henderson has used this mode of analysis when he claims that some of the scientific instruments of nineteenth century British science functioned as substitutes for scientific human labor in the production of knowledge. The point of alternative means to reach the same scientific end, can be illustrated in other ways as well. For example, the advance of science is often characterized as a combination of theoretical and empirical activities. A continuing, lively debate has revolved around the issue of the optimal combination of the two key inputs. Some have argued for example, that science would have advanced faster during the polywater episode in chemistry, if scientists had engaged in more empirical and less theoretical research.

In the science of economics, it has sometimes been suggested that the optimal mix of empirical and theoretical work has shifted as the price and power of the personal computer has drastically lowered the price of doing empirical work. This suggestion is illustrated in the graph shown in Figure 3 below.

At first glance, this may seem similar to the Georgescu-Roegen position that Butos and Koppl have drawn our attention to, viz. that ‘lower costs of calculation may promote the redirection of scientific enterprise’. However the above graph suggests that the lower costs of calculation would affect the efficiency and speed of advance, but not the ultimate advance of knowledge.

One way to interpret the view of Georgescu-Roegen is as an example of ‘path dependence’. But I want to suggest that path dependence is more important for explaining the details than the big picture. It helps us understand whether the QWERTY or the Dvorak keyboard wins, whether the Betamax or the VHS video tape player wins, and whether the MAC or the DOS operating system wins. But there may have been many paths that would have resulted in some computer keyboard, or some video tape system, or some PC operating system. The extent of path dependence may depend on the level of detail we are examining.

According to Arthur Koestler’s account, Kepler came up with elliptical orbits because of his semi-mystical regard for perfect solids. But do any of us believe that
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Figure 3. Different combinations of empirics and theory can advance science.
elliptical orbits would not have been discovered by some other path, if they had not been discovered by Kepler's?

A possible example from the history of economic thought is that Walras, Jevons and Menger followed very different paths, at least in the sense of working from very different economic methodologies. Yet each arrived independently at the same destination: marginal utility theory. Mark Blaug, one of our premier historians of economic thought, has made this point quite clearly in his main opus, *Economic Theory in Retrospect*. Referring both to the trio Walras, Jevons and Menger, as well as the earlier trio Dupuit, Gossen and Jennings, he says:

... they struck on the law of diminishing marginal utility at about the same time but in response to totally different intellectual pressures and without the benefit of an inherited corpus of similar economic ideas.

A similar situation may also apply more generally: the details of current scientific theories may be path dependent, but the general progressiveness of science may be much less path dependent.

Some additional evidence on this issue might be obtained by examining other cases of independent multiple discovery. To the extent that similar discoveries occur in different institutional settings; to that same extent the importance of path dependence is diminished. The ultimate constraints are the phenomena to be explained. And as long as explanation is valued externally by the funders of science, or internally by a sufficient number of the gatekeepers of science, then science may still progress (albeit at different speeds) under a variety of institutional and funding setups. In that case, one of the main goals of the economics of science is to increase the rate of scientific progress by reforming scientific institutions or devising new ones.

Conclusion

My goal has been to answer some plausible challenges that might be made to the applicability of the ‘economics of science’ research program. I have argued that as long as scientific resources are scarce, the economics of science will have an important role to play in science policy. In particular, I have argued that this role is secure whether scientists are motivated primarily by curiosity, or by fame-and-fortune. In either case issues of efficient allocation of scarce resources arise. A notion of scientific progress is also possible in either case, so long as scientific institutions can be found, or devised, that provide scientists with the incentives to at least act as if they were motivated by curiosity. The costs of operating such institutions, or of over-coming imperfections in such institutions, will be lower if at least the ‘gatekeepers’ in science are genuinely motivated by curiosity.

The hard and important task is to proceed, through experiment based on theory and evidence, to develop better institutions that hasten the advance of scientific knowledge.
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